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Introduction
The ability to establish patency of cerebral spinal fluid

(CSF) flow between adjacent central nervous system (CNS)

compartments is of importance in the diagnosis and

treatment of patients with CSF flow obstruction in various

areas. The method described was originally derived from

arterial spin labeling (ASL) of blood flowing in vessels. This

technique, referred to as time-spatial labeling inversion

pulse (time-SLIP), was further modified to non-invasively

visualize CSF pulsatile and turbulent flow between two

regions of interest.

Collaborative workflow required to implement this CSF

visualization technique in a hospital setting

Methods
The presence of CSF flow was examined at the foramen

Magnum (FMag), the aqueduct of Sylvius (AS), the floor of

the third ventricle (3rd V), and at the foramen of Monro

(FM). The studies were compared with clinical information

and classified as true positive, true negative, false positive,

and false negative based on expectation of patency.
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Discussion
This is a straightforward noninvasive method for determining

whether CSF can flow between two spaces and whether

flow has been restored after surgical intervention. This

techn ique  can  be  used  pos t -endoscop ic  th i rd

ventriculostomy to evaluate the patency of the fenestration

by observing CSF flow between the third ventricle and the

basal cisterns, in addit ion to evaluating pre- and

postoperative craniocervical decompression changes to CSF

flow. This ASL variant is especially useful in regions where it

is difficult or impossible to visualize CSF flow with phase

contrast, such as in the lateral ventricles, subarachnoid

spaces, or within a cyst, where there exists an absence of

pulsatile flow.

Conclusions
Establishing qualitative patency between adjacent CSF

compartments using MRI is possible with a modified ASL

technique. The freely selectable tag allows CSF flow to be

visualized in any direction or location. This technique can be

used post-endoscopic third ventriculostomy to evaluate the

patency of the fenestration in addition to evaluating pre- and

postoperative craniocervical decompression changes to CSF

flow. This technique has excellent (above 80%) sensitivity,

specificity, and negative likelihood ratio at all sites studied.


